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New Veterinary Centre Waimate Opening
In June we opened the new Veterinary 

Centre Waimate on High Street. This 

follows ongoing growth in Waimate 

tracing all the way back over 40 years 

ago when Dougall McLachlan graduated 

and began practice on Gorge Road. The 

new premise is a purpose built facility 

with the latest technology for modern 

animal health. This includes digital 

radiology equipment as well as an inline 

oxygen system and modern anaesthetic 

facilities that form part of the surgical 

suite. The convenience of the town-

central location is complimented by a 

generous amount of off street parking. 

The new build also includes a signifi cant 

retail store. Although the new building 

has exceeded all expectations the 

best thing about it is our team of 

outstanding veterinarians and support 

staff who come with it. Ryan, Dougall 

and the team look forward to showing 

you around so be sure to 

pay them a visit.

Veterinary Centre Oamaru Ph 03-434 5666
Veterinary Centre Waimate Ph 03-689 7213 
Veterinary Centre Palmerston Ph 03-465 1291
Veterinary Centre Glenavy Ph 03-689 8118
Veterinary Centre Kurow Ph 03-436 0567
Veterinary Centre Omarama Ph 03-438 9868
Veterinary Centre Ranfurly Ph 03-444 1020

Feet Reminder
Wet, mild conditions in May and June 

have stirred feet issues in some sheep 

fl ocks. My main message is to not leave 

these to ‘sort themselves out’, rather 

have a look at what the cause is and 

consider some options for removing, 

reducing or treating the issue. Shearing 

and scanning are times when feet can 

be addressed. It is the last chance to 

REMOVE AND TREAT chronic footrot 

cases for set stocking. Our Micotil 

system has been in-place for over a year 

now and have some good farmer feed-

back about its effects. Please contact 

the Veterinary Centre about options for 

sorting out lame sheep before lambing. 

Also there is more to lameness than 

just footrot. Abscesses in the toe or 

white line cause considerable pain and 

need attention. Careful trimming to 

release pressure and some tripen LA 

is good for these. A second dose in 2-3 

days is worth while. 

Iodine, Vitamin A, D, E, C + Cr and Se
Pregnant ewes (and their lambs) on 
brassicas need iodine. If they have not 
had fl exidine pre-tup then supplement 
mid pregnancy. LSD drench is a good 
option.
LSD reduces bearings…?
Vitamin D comes from sunlight. 
This is lowest in the winter. In 
some situations people and cows  
need extra vitamin D to function, 
to absorb calcium and have 
normal smooth muscle activity. 
Yes it looks like I am about to draw 
a very long bow and say give sheep 
vitamin D to prevent their smooth 
muscle prolapsing, but there could be 
something in this. 
A local farmer has done a “wee study” 
drenching half their ewes with LSD 
and found a lower incidence of vaginal 

BEARINGS

LSD No LSD

Twin ewes Single ewes Twin ewes Single ewes

10 2 26 9

12 35

Live Stock Survival Drench
prolapse in treated ewes. 
There is currently a bigger trial into this 
going on in North Canterbury, so we will 
be interested in the results this spring. 

It does look like it will be a “bearing 
year” this year - ewes are in better 

order and likely had opportunities 
to gain weight in early pregnancy. 
So things like mid-winter shearing 
and 4 day shifts (compared to 
daily shifts) are management 
practices that can reduce 
incidence. That said I am not a 
fan of starving sheep to avoid 
bearings. Maintaining BCS to point 

of lambing is too critical for colostrum 
production and lamb survival to play 
around with. So if a drench of LSD pre-
lamb will reduce bearings by 2/3rds I 
reckon its worth trying. The iodine and 
Vitamin E can also benefi t lamb vigour.

Check out our website

www.vet111.co.nz

In pursuit of 300
Aussie’s coming to learn 
In late July we will be running our triplet management and lamb rearing workshop for interested sheep 

farmers. This year there is interest also from an Australian University (Murdoch) wanting to learn from New 

Zealand systems around the issues. We would be really keen to get input from as many “good shepherds” 

and farmers interested in closing the gap on lost potential. Details will be available closer to the time. We 

are looking at two venues at this stage, Oamaru and Dunback. 

Sheep Production & Profitability Dave Robertson BVSc, BSc
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ROADSHOWS
We recorded very good 

attendance at all venues and 

received some very useful 

feedback this year. We wanted 

to maximise the yarning this 

year, and adapt our talks to the 

audiences. Often getting off 

script is the most valuable and interesting part of an evening.  

Farming without footrot was a very popular topic this year. 

We are very grateful to Andrew Wright for offering up his 

time to share his story of how he eradicated the disease from 

his fl ock. His story was not only very inspirational for those 

dealing with footrot, it was also an example for other disease 

management strategies. To succeed in any animal health 

pursuit is not just about having information or the tools, it’s 

about the attitude and determination you bring to a project 

that makes the difference – that is certainly something I 

learned from the story. 

Ram Health

The Ram health study completed last year is topical right 

now as rams are being removed. 

Sorting a few basics sooner rather than later in your rams 

could make a big difference to their longevity. Findings from 

the study are that rams are losing between 10 and 30kgs 

over mating which suggests it’s an animal under stress. 

Faecal egg counts spike in rams due to this stress and 

diseases such as footrot and abscesses are more common.

Take action and invest in the most valuable stock unit on 

your farm.

  Feed rams post mating. They need to re-build condition.

  Drench rams post mating.

  Treat lameness before it becomes chronic and incurable. 

Pare hooves, apply blue spray and a course of tetracycline 

antibiotics (e.g. 1-2 doses Bivatop) will sort most things. 

  Check teeth and testicles while you’re there. 

You’re not being “soft” it’s just good farming.

Pre-lamb drench topic is a hardy annual topic for vet-farmer 

discussions. The fact is parasitism is always going to be a 

cost to production and as seasons and farm systems change, 

our approaches to worm control need to adapt. I have been 

busy these last few days discussing pre-lamb animal health 

with farmers. It is a process that I think is valued by those 

that want to rationalise their decisions each year. 

I do encourage farmers to consider all the tools available and 

take on board the sustainable drench use message. 

A key 1st principle message is to reduce larval challenge 

in young stock, and optimise breeding-stock condition and 

Beef Cows 
  Sort out 2nd calvers and/

or lighter cows for less of a 

work-out over winter.

  Boost copper (2-4mL 

Coppermax) and  selenium 

5-8mL (Selovin LA) to ensure levels are adequate for 

calving and mating.

  Give 1st BVD sensitiser vaccine if starting a program. 

Pre-Lamb Drenching
feeding during lactation. Farms that achieve this are not only 

going to beat the worms, they are going to be vastly more 

profi table. The application is the complex bit…

To Do:

  Get a plan for worm control this spring.

  Think what is best for my capital stock in the current 

conditions.

  Work some refugia into your plan. 

Eleanor and Emily bought the entertainment with a 

game of pass the parcel to identify various diseases

Some of the best information is in the catch-up 

afterwards

The Kurow event was well attended once again
One of the highlights was Andrew Wright’s story of 

eradicating footrot from his farm

Having a Refugia plan will ensure all drenches keep 

working on your farm for longer

Last year’s Ram Health Study has provided direction 

for those wanting to improve ram longevity

Angus Gibb BVSc

NZ Veterinary Association Conference - Bull Testing
Bull failures 

can have 

the largest 

n e g a t i v e 

effect on 

p r e g n a n c y 

rate that we 

see. This was 

h igh l ighted 

at the 

recent NZVA 

co nfe re n ce 

with discussion on the use of bull 

service testing being an important tool 

to determine if your bulls are still fi t to 

get cows pregnant. Service testing bulls 

annually is a great way of preventing 

unsound bulls being put out with cows, 

resulting in either a poor scanning 

result or greater pressure on the other 

bulls in the team. The use of repeated 

bull testing records over the years can 

highlight when a bull is having issues to 

serve. If a bull that had served normally 

in previous tests shows signs of delayed 

or unsuccessful mounts it points to the 

development of arthritis in the back, 

hips or other areas that may not show 

as clinical lameness.

  In our practice 20% of all mixed age 

bulls failed service testing (consistent 

with vets around the country)

  Bull failures can result in scanning 

results of over 30% dry 

It is estimated that of the bulls that fail a 

service test, 30% with musculoskeletal 

problems and 90% with penile defects 

would not have been detected by 

paddock observation.

Don’t leave it to chance that all of your 

bulls are all sound for service, prevent 

disaster.
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